Abstract
Introduction
Proteins fold into a limited number of conformations [9] . The 1-D sequence contains the whole and complete information guiding the protein folding, however we are not able to predict directly the 3D-structure from the sequence [17]. The complexity and the number of physicochemical, kinetic, dynamic and steric parameters does not allow an efficient 3D-structure prediction without the knowledge of 3D-structures of close proteins. A first analysis of protein structures shows the importance of two repetitive secondary structures (@-helix and P-sheet) stabilized by internal bonds. With the variable coils, they constitute a 3-states structural alphabet. The first algorithms of secondary structure prediction were simple and implied statistical methods and information theory like GOR [8] . Their prediction rates were close to 60%. The recent methods including multilayers neural networks and information from homology sequences lead to a maximal accuracy of 75% [20, 21] . However the use of such strategies induces difficulties in the understanding of the factors implied (in particular for the amino acids). The increase of available protein structures permits more precise studies of coil regions [ 15, 251. Different teams had developed more complex structural alphabet by taking account of the heterogeneity of backbone protein structures. We could noticed the works of Rooman and co-workers [ 191 and Fetrow and co-workers [7] based on a limited number (4 to 7) of prototypes of short size (4 to 8 amino acids) strongly dependent of the repetitive secondary structures. Those approaches give poor 3D-structure approximations, however some amino acid distributions seem interesting. Unger and co-workers [24] and Schuchhardt and co-workers [22] have used unsupervised methods (kmeans method [IO] and Self-organizing Maps [ 13, 141) to find the most common folds. Hence, the clustering gives 100 distinct groups with a correct 3D-structure approximation, however this important number of cluster is not suited for prediction strategies. Bystroff and Baker [2] had elaborated an interesting method of clusterization and prediction of Structural Blocks of variable lengths (from 3 to 17 residues). The learning step was carried out with both sequences and 3D-structures. The extracted clusters are characteristic of some biological folds, however the structural approximation is only given locally. Recently, we have developed an unsupervised classifier which processes in the same manner than a Self-organizing Maps [13, 141, and takes account of the main transition in a similar way of the " Hidden Markov Model (HMM) " [18] . The HMM has already been used in that type of study by Camproux and 0-7695-0746-8/00 $10.00 0 2000 IEEE co-workers [3] . Hence, a 16-states structural alphabet had been defined [6] . The local prediction rate is 34.2% using a Bayesian approach and taking the most probable PB at each site. This rate increases to 40.7% in subdividing the most frequent PBs by an unsupervised method according to their sequence specificity. In fact, the local information is more informative than expected. For instance, 75.8% of the true PBs are found again among the fourth most probable PBs (for the Bayesian approach). From this last remark, we have studied a fuzzy dependence between the protein sequence and the local protein backbone structure. We have developed a learning method called "Hybrid Protein Model" (HPM) to establish this dependence including both sequence and structure in the same observation and keeping the continuity of those observations (i.e. succession of the fragments in the protein). Here, we describe the general principle of this method, then the results obtained on the dependence sequence-structure in terms of amino acid locations. For a better and more precise interpretation, we have studied the correspondence of the hybrid protein with our 16-states structural alphabet. The use of Protein Blocks allows a description closer to the reality than a simple 3-states alphabet which underestimates the importance of variation in coils. In fact, many problems in determination of beginning and end (N-and C-caps) of regular secondary structures (a-helix and ,&sheet) exist [4, 5] . 
Material and Methods

Database
The 3D-protein structure database (Protein Data Bank or PDB [I] ) contains at the moment more than 10.000 entries. However many proteins present strong sequence and/or structure similarity. Therefore to tackle the problem induced by the similarity of sequences, only proteins sharing distant sequences are taken in account. Thus, our protein database is composed of 342 proteins which have less than 25% of sequence similarity [ 12, 1 I]. Proteins had been cut in fragments of 5 successive residues. The fragments are overlapping, so each protein of length L is recoding in L-4 fragments, hence the 88 258 residues of the 342 proteins represents 86 980 fragments (i.e. 88 258 -342 x 4).
Each amino acid had been coded according to three variables: the hydrophobicity [ 161, the side chain volume [26] , and a polarity index (-0.5 assigns to K, R and H + O S for D and E, and 0 to the other residues). The two first variables have been normalised in the range [+1.0;-1.01. The normalised variables are given in Table 1 
Hybrid Protein Model (HPM)
In our study, the hybrid protein corresponds to series of L fragments of n residues, each one is characterised in terms of sequence and structure by a vector of ni components (here n= 5, so nz = 23). Thus, the hybrid protein is a matrix of dimension L x m. The principle of the HPM is to learn "at best" the complete database (86980 fragments) by the hybrid protein of L vectors. The learning step is similar to a Self-organizing Map or SOM [13, 141. However in our case, the training is monodimensionnal and no diffusion of the information along the hybrid protein is performed. In fact, the diffusion is implicitly taken into account since a series off vectors associated with n+f-1 consecutive residues are presented to the hybrid protein to be learnt (heref=5, so 9 consecutive residues are used).
The method relies on three main processes:
(iii) Strengthening of the learning step : It consists in using C times the whole database in the step (ii). A repetitive use of the structural information allows reinforcing the training, so a compacting of close fragments is carried out progressively. The hybrid protein is closed, so the Nth po- (ii) Sequential learning of the observation matrices (see and n is the number of sub-matrices already presented to the hybrid protein, N is the total number of sub-matrices of the structural database and a0 the initial learning coefficient. The learning coefficient a(n) decreases during the training. The process is reiterated until the complete reading of the database.
Protein blocks
16 Protein Blocks (labelled from PBa to PBp) had been defined with the same structural database using an unsupervised classifier which takes account of the transitions existing between protein blocks. These PBs allow a good structural approximation of complete protein 3D-structures [6] . Figure 2 shows fragments superimpositions for the 16 PBs. The protein blocks PBa to PBf represent the blocks associated with P-sheet, the regular central P is PBd, the previous blocks are their N-caps, the following ones their C-caps. As the same, for the blocks associated with a-helix, the block PBm corresponds to the regular structures (central part of an right helix) with the blocks PBk and PBI (N-caps), and PBn to PBp (C-caps). The last blocks PBg to PBj are mainly found in coil structures. Table 2 summarizes this information. Table 2 . Protein Blocks (16-states structural alphabet) with the correspondence in the classical 3-states structural alphabet.
Secondary structures N-cap of P-sheet Central P-sheet C-cap of P-sheet Coils N-cap of a-helix Central a-helix C-cap of a-helix
Results
PB labels
We present here the main results of the learning step for the protein structures: (i) Description of the hybrid protein in terms of sequence -structure and (ii) Correspondence between the hybrid protein and the protein blocks.
Description of the hybrid protein in terms of
sequence -structure information After the training, the number of fragments located in each position has been computed. The observations are evenly distributed along the hybrid protein, the numbers varying between 2950 and 4500 observations. Figure 4 gives the amino acid composition of the central residue for the 25 fragments on the left side, and the relative frequencies of the fragments for each protein block. The 16 protein blocks [6] allow a more precise description of the 3D structures than the secondary structure. For a better visualisation, only the groups with a frequency more than 4% (i.e. 1/15) are shown in the figure. Only 15.6% of the fragments are not taken into account with this rule.
Correspondence between the hybrid protein and the protein blocks
The analysis of the results allows one to point out: (i) A strong dependence between the hybrid protein fragments and the protein blocks; from position 2 to 13, the blocks associated with the a-helix and their flanking regions, and from 14 to 25 (and position l), the P-sheets, their flanking zones and the coils. The coils are foundat positions 1, 12, 13, [17:19]andmainlyin [22:25] . Wenoticean overexpression of glycine (G) and proline (P) in those zones in association with blocks PBh, PBi and PBJ.
(ii) The sequentiality of the protein blocks and protein hybrid fragments (see Figure 4b) . We observe two tendencies in the P-sheets, one for the positions 13 to 19, the other ones from 20 to 25. The first P-sheet has two following hydrophobic positions (positions 15 and 16) and a high propensity of PBd (central P-sheet). It corresponds to an internal P-sheet. The second /?-sheet has two hydrophobic as expected correlated with the one obtained by the hybrid protein. However, this information does not take into account the sequentiality. A 16-states alphabet allows a more precise structural information. For instance, the N-and Ccaps are located at distinct positions and so have distinct amino acid preferences, the hybrid protein gives an assessing of those propensities. The N-and C-caps could begin at different positions. The beginning of the a-helix could be noticed (mainly around the position 3), the same for the Ccap of a-helix which goes from positions 8 to 1 1. With the P-sheets, the learning had permitted the obtaining of two types of P-sheet (positions The hybrid protein allows the compaction of both sequence and structures in a finite number of states where the two information types are combined. A structural alphabet of the 16 PBs constitutes an efficient tool for analysing the protein structure. In conclusion, the correspondence between the fragment series in the hybrid protein and different types of protein blocks permits to propose a fuzzy concept of relationship sequence-structure. It seems true that an amino acid strings is associated with a set of structural patterns (i.e. PBs series) and conversely. It implies that in a prediction method "sequence to structure", some protein blocks must be considered as equivalent. We could noticed that Simmons and co-workers [23] had already used Structural Blocks to improve ab initio modelling. So this type of concept might be useful in the molecular modelling as the threading technics or in structural homology method. A work under progress concerns the use of this sequencestructure The cysteine (i.e. which creates the most stable contact) is observed in the same places but with a lower intensity. The implication of charged residues is less precise and is not as important as expected in the flanking regions (N-and Ccaps) of a-helices and @-sheets.
Discussion and conclusion
The PBs location as seen in Fig. 4 shows strong tendencies of regrouping which could be compared to the classical 3-states structural alphabet (a-helix, p-sheet and coils). A simple counting of the 3 structures gives an information,
